
Joosten, Sandy 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Bill Hawkins <billlee123456@gmail.com> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 7:22 PM 
CHAIRMAN Resource; CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource; CMRMAGWOOD Resource; 
CMROSTENDORFF Resource; Leeds, Eric; Borchardt, Bill; Benney, Brian; Hall, Randy; 
Lantz, Ryan; R4ALLEGA TION Resource 
San Onofre Continuing Sad Saga is not finished. More Headaches to come -
NRC/SCE/Public Education Series 

Edison thinks Shutting San Onofre and dipping into 2.7 Billion Dollar Decommissioning Fund will 
silence Public, Critics, Barbara Boxer, NRC Office of Inspector General/Investigations. IF Edison 
thinks that they can continue to reap their profits with the help ofCPUC and enjoy/party their life 
in their Multi-Million Dollar Beach Glass Homes with Decommissioning Funds, they are Wrong 
Again? 

Decontamination, Demolition, Dismantling and Decommissioning San Onofre and handling of 
radioactive waste is a very serious business, which requires the right management, procedures, 
contractors and strict NRC Oversight. Based on the last 10 years of observations at SONGS for 
SGRP, all these factors are missing at San Onofre now. Therefore, a 3rd neutral party with 
competent oversight organization with Decontamination, Demolition, Dismantling and 
Decommissioning experience of a NPP and reporting directly to a very Strict NRC Resident 
Inspector is needed to do the job right first time following the INPO Principles of 
Excellence. Ratepayers cannot afford by Edison another Multi-Billion Dollar Mess. 
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Joosten, Sandy 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Bill Hawkins <billlee123456@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 11:36 AM 

Subject: 

CHAIRMAN Resource; CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource; CMRMAGWOOD Resource; 

CMROSTENDORFF Resource; Benney, Brian; Borchardt, Bill; Leeds, Eric; Lantz, Ryan; 

R4ALLEGA TION Resource; Walls, William; Hall, Randy; Howell, Art; Dorman, Dan 

San Onofre Sad Saga - Lessons Learnt - SONGS Insider News 

1. Edison was afraid of lengthy public hearings initiated by NRC per 
ASLB ruling and Independent Technical Testimony by Arnie 
Gundersen, Dr. Joram Hopenfeld, John large, Former San Onofre 
Steam Generator Investigator and DAB Safety Team. NRC 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board have "created further uncertainty," 
adding that "additional administrative processes and appeals could 
result in delay of more than a year." During this time, SCE would have 
to purchase replacement power for its customers as well as maintain 
the plant in a state of readiness to operate. SCE said it cannot afford 
to wait for permission to restart unit 3 without income from the 
operation of unit 2. SCE did not have any confidence that MHI could 
repair or rebuild Units 2 & 3 to operate @1 00% power. Around 900 
jobs will be lost with the closure of both units, said SCE, as it scales 
back its plant workforce from 1500. 

2. SCE and their Independent. Consultants never bothered to find the 
True Root Cause of Unit 3 Tube-to-Tube wear as required by NRC 
Confirmatory Letter Action 1 and apply it to prevent Tube-to-Tube wear 
in Unit 2 at reduced power. SCE and their Independent Consultants 
never addressed the synergic effects of tube-to-tube wear and tube 
fatigue caused by fluid elastic instability and flow-induced random 
vibrations. 

3. 170, 000 tube inspections conducted SCE and their Independent 
Consultants never identified the problems caused by incubating cracks 
due to fluid elastic instability and flow-induced random vibrations. 

4. SCE and their Independent Consultants wasted 15 months and 
hundreds of millions of dollars in identifying the wrong causes. 
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5. Rather than face uncertainty and pending lawsuits and 
investigations, Edison thinks Shutting San Onofre and dipping into 2. 7 
Billion Dollar Decommissioning Fund will silence Public, Critics, 
Barbara Boxer, NRC Office of Inspector General/Investigations. IF 
Edison thinks that they can continue to reap their profits with the help 
of CPUC and enjoy/party their life in their Multi-Million Dollar Beach 
Glass Homes with Decommissioning Funds, they are Wrong Again? 

6. Therefore, both reactors at the San Onofre nuclear power plant in 
California were retired due to the lengthy and uncertain regulation 
surrounding their return to service. 

7. If instead of discriminating and retaliating, SCE Management would 
have listened to the recommendations of San Onofre Steam Generator 
Investigator and read Arnie Gundersen's Papers as early as June 
2012, SCE could have been working with Westinghouse instead of 
MHI in fixing and resolving the Problems with Units 2 & 3. To put all 
the blame on MHI, SCE ........ supplied wrong data and misdirected the 
efforts and resources of Westinghouse, AREVA, MHI and its own 
employees. 
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Joosten, Sandy 

From: 
Sent: 

Bill Hawkins <billlee123456@gmail.com> 
Wednesday, June 12, 2013 10:25 PM 

Subject: Confidential - SONGS 50.59 Lessons Learnt- NRC Education Series- Davis-Besse RSG 

50.59 

It is better to be late than never to be late 
Part 1 -The D-.8 Replacement Once Through Steam Generator and 50.59 

Courtesy of Fairewinds Associates 

FENOC had performed a 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 analysis that found that the RSG is "similar" to the 
OSG. Being "similar" to the original steam generators without analyzing the impact so many changes 
from the original D-B technical specifications is an inadequate criterion by which to determine if 10 
C.F.R. § 50.59 has been assiduously applied. 

A review by Fairewinds Associates of the critical design information first provided by FENOC at the 
March 20, 2013 meeting with the NRC shows that the Davis-Besse ROTSG does. not meet the criteria 
of 10 C.F.R. § 50.59. Moreover, the data reviewed shows that FENOC should have applied for a 
license amendment with the requisite public review six years ago when the ROTSG was originally 
designed, ordered, and purchased. 

Specifically, 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 requires that any licensee performing an experiment at a licensed 
nuclear power plant must apply for a license amendment and include the requisite public 
review. FENOC itself had acknowledged that the ROTSG design had significant modifications in 
comparison to the original OTSG. More specifically, the following significant, experimental 
modifications tare being made to the original OTSG design: 

1. The tube inspection lane was removed. 
2. An additional tube support plate was added. 
3. 150 additional tubes were added. 
4. The tube alloy was changed. 
5. The tube-to-tube sheet junction was modified extensively. 
6. The overall design of the steam generator support structure was changed from a cylindrical skirt to 
a pedestal cone. 
7. The thickness of the pressure retaining walls of the ROTSG is two inches thinner than the pressure 
retaining wall in the Original Once Through Steam Generator. 
8. The 180-degree elbow design will be extensively modified. 
9. The alloy of the hot leg nozzles was also changed. 
Each and every one of these aforementioned changes is significant individually, and when taken 
together prove that the Replacement OTSG contains many experimental parameters, especially in 
comparison to the Original OTSG. 
Industry Experience 
In 2007 Davis-Besse awarded the design and fabrication of its ROTSG to B&W Canada. Since that 
time, there have been numerous significant problems with other steam generators throughout the 
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United States. FENOC acknowledges these significant problems have occurred at Oconee, ANO, 
TMI and san Onofre. 

In an effort to avoid the participatory public review aspect of the 50.59 license amendment process, 
the nuclear power licensees and their parent corporations have made an alleged strategic choice to 
avoid the license amendment process by manipulating loopholes in the 50.59 processes. 

• The last three steam generator replacement projects orchestrated by licensees sought to avoid the 
10 C.F.R. § 50.59 license amendment process. 

• By avoiding the 50.59 license amendment processes for Crystal River 3 in Florida, and San Onofre 
2 and San Onofre 3 in California, the owners, Progress Energy (Crystal River) and Edison (San 
Onofre Units 2 and 3) caused all three units to experience total mechanical failures. 

Moreover, all three major replacement steam generator problems previously discussed and the 
failures at ANO and TMI described by FENOC in its PowerPoint were not identified at these nuclear 
power plants until significant damage to both the steam generators and the plants themselves had 
already occurred. Ratepayers were stuck with millions of dollars in payments for flawed 
equipment. All five-replacement steam generator equipment failures can be attributed to failure of 
these licensees to apply the appropriate 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 screening criteria. Evading the 10 C.F.R. 
§ 50.59 license amendment processes allowed design errors to reach through fabrication and into 
plant operation before regulators even began examining these significant design and fabrication 
failures. 

Timing of the Discovery of RSG Failures at San Onofre and Lessons to Learn for Davis
Besse 

The timing of the discovery of the failure of the Replacement Steam Generators at both San Onofre 
Units 2 and 3 is important to review and discuss in order to determine the likelihood of failure for the 
Davis-Besse ROTSG project. From the reports reviewed, it appears that FENOC most likely 
completed the new design for the D-B ROTSGs during 2008, and fabrication appears to have begun 
in 2009. FENOC now claims that lessons learned from the San Onofre failures have been 
incorporated into the D-B ROTSG design and fabrication. Such a claim is impossible since the San 
Onofre RSGs failed in 2012, well after the D-B ROTSGs were already in fabrication. Quite simply, 
the Davis-Besse ROTSG could not have been modified to reflect any lessons learned from the 
technical failures at San Onofre Units 2 and 3. 12 

Conclusion 

Fairewinds concludes that the Replacement Once Through Steam Generator modifications at Davis
Bessie require a full NRC license application under the rules of 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 because: 

1. There are extensive experimental modifications to both the ROTSGs/ 

2. There are extensive modifications to the Davis-Besse technical specifications. In the event that 
experimental changes are made, or in the event that technical specification changes are required, 10 
C.F.R. § 50.59 makes it clear that a formal license amendment with public participation is 
required. Davis-Besse failed to comply with its responsibility under 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 to file a license 
amendment request and must do so before replacing its steam generator. 
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Part 2 - Lessons Learnt for NRC Commission from San Onofre RSG 1 OCFR 50.59 

SCE response to 50.59 Questions: You know, this term of like for like is actually something- I'm not 
really exactly sure whether that's even grown up. It's not in the 50.59 regulation. There's no such term 
like for like. The term is really that the new equipment has to be of a similar form, fit and function to 
the equipment that it's replacing. So there is no like for like and in this case in the nuclear industry 
steam generators have had a - an issue really across all of the plants or the vast majority of the 
plants, what they call cracking and corrosion of the tubes. It was determined many years ago that the 
principal cause of that was the alloy, the type of metal that was used in steam generator tubes, so
called INCONEL alloy 600. So that was- it was determined that the way you could solve the cracking 
and corrosion problem in the nuclear steam generators was to use an improved metal, the INCONEL 
alloy 690. However the- that tube metal also does not conduct heat as well as the previous metal. So 
all of the steam generator replacements that have been done in the industry over the last many years 
really are to improve a problem with the metal and the cracking and corrosion. So you certainly 
wouldn't want to put the same, you know, the same stuff back into the steam generators because 
you're just going to have the same problem, and that's where the improvements in the metal were 
made. 

Again because the metal doesn't conduct heat as well, really you end up having to put additional 
tubes in there so that you can get the same type of heat transfer in the steam generators. So really 
our - there's no additional power consideration here. It was really to address a cracking and corrosion 
problem. In fact in our case the two steam generator- or the two units, Unit 2 and 3 - had we not 
replaced the steam generators one of those units would have shut down in 2012, and the other unit 
would've had to shut down in 2015. So they were really at a critical point where you could no longer, 
you know, plug the tubes and maintain safety. So they had to be replaced and that's what we did with 
the improved metal so that we could avoid the cracking and corrosion problem. 

Dwight Nunn, SCE Vice President in 2004 wrote to MHI, "This will be one of the largest steam 
generators ever built for the United States and represents a significant increase in size from those 
that Mitsubishi Heavy Industries has built in the past. It will require Mitsubishi Heavy Industries to 
evolve a new design beyond that which they currently have available. Such design evolutions require 
a careful, well thought approach that fully evaluates the risks inherent in creating a new and 
significantly larger steam generator. Such design evolutions tend to challenge the capability of 
existing models and engineering tools used for proven steam generator designs. Success in 
developing a new and larger steam generator design requires a full understanding of the risks 
inherent in this process and putting in place measures to manage these risks. Understanding the 
difficulty in transitioning from the standard Mitsubishi Heavy Industries steam generator design to a 
new and larger two-loop design. A. anti-Vibration Bar design (and installation) is by far one of the 
most challenging tasks that will face Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and San Onofre; in fact, it is in our 
opinion the single most significant task facing the industry for steam generators of our size today. 
Since the San Onofre steam generators are one of the largest steam generators ever built and large 
steam generators appear more susceptible to wear (in fact, our current steam generators have 
experienced a high percentage of plugged tubes due to wear), it is a paramount concern of ours that 
we ensure a reliable support design. We consider this engineering challenge perhaps the most critical 
issue at this time. Recent industry experience with Anti Vibration Bar supports has demonstrated the 
difficulty in developing a successful design (the recent experience at a United State's plant 
emphasized this point when more that 180 tubes were found to have wear indications after only one 
cycle of operations, some of these indications were up to 20% through wall). Our discussions with 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries to date have not resulted in a plan that will successfully address this 
industry concern. Both San Onofre and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries are having difficulty in formulating 
such a plan. Consequently, the design of the new steam generators is currently proceeding using the 
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existing steam generator seismic response based on a like-for-like replacement concept (although the 
old and new steam generators will be similar in many respects they aren't like-for-like replacements). 
Based upon these observations, I am concerned that there is the potential that design flaws could be 
inadvertently introduced into the steam generator design that will lead to unacceptable consequences 
(e.g., tube wear and eventually tube plugging). This would be a disastrous outcome for both of us and 
a result each of our companies desire to avoid. In evaluating this concern, it would appear that one 
way to avoid this outcome is to ensure that relevant experience in designing larger sized steam 
generators be utilized. It is my understanding the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries is considering the use 
of Westinghouse in several areas related to scaling up of your current steam generator design (as 
noted above)." 

Dwight Nunn, SCE Vice President in 2004 wrote to MHI, "In our joint technical meeting, we also 
learned more about certain thermal-hydraulicaspects (void fraction) of the RSG design. Void fraction 
is an important thermal-hydraulic parameter, related to the probability of tube dry out occurring during 
power operation (the higher the void fraction, the higher the probability of dry out). Tube dry out is an 
undesirable phenomenon as it may eventually result in tube cracking. The information presented to 
Edison in the most recent Technical Meeting, indicated that for the SONGS RSG the expected void 
fraction is very high. Consequently, Edison requests that MHIIaunch a consolidated effort aimed at 
addressing high void fraction in the RSG. 

The whole process that's been used for replacing steam generators in the industry is a pretty well 
traveled path. After the first few were done several years ago at other plants, the so-called 50.59 
process was established. And essentially I like to think of it as a test. It basically says, "If you have 
essentially the same form, fit and function as the previous steam generators then you can go forward 
with the so-called 50.59 process." When we went through that analysis, which takes quite some time 
to do, we determined that much of it was really standard and could go through the - a -the 50.59 
process. But we actually did need to obtain some license amendments to our technical specifications 
in our license. So it's -the 50.59 process is basically a - as I say it's a - it's kind of a test. If you go 
through that analysis and you determine that yes, what you're proposing is essentially the same form, 
fit and function as what you had in there before, then you can go forward with the replacement. 
Anything that's outside of that has to go through a license amendment process. So as I said we 
actually had a little bit of both in our case. 

SONGS Insider Response to SCE Comments: A like-for-like replacement is defined as the 
replacement of an item with an item that is identical. For example, the replacement item would be 
identical if it was purchased at the same time from the same vendor as the item it is replacing, or if 
the user can verify that there have been no changes in the design, materials, or manufacturing 
process since procurement of the item being replaced. If differences from the original item are 
identified in the replacement item, then the item is not identical, but similar to the item being replaced, 
and an evaluation (Such as 1 OCFR 50.59, Changes, Tests or Experiments) is necessary to determine 
if any changes in design, material, or the manufacturing process could impact the functional 
characteristics and ultimately the component's ability to perform its required safety function. If the 
licensee cannot demonstrate that the replacement item is identical and differs in design, or results in 
a design change, new test or experiment, which adversely affects RSG's functional characteristics 
(High Void fractions, High steam flows, Wrong AVBs for FE I) and ultimately the RSGs tubes ability to 
perform its required safety function (RCS Barrier), then the licensee needs to inform NRC ASAP and 
proceed safely for a NRC Approved 50.90 License Amendment like Palo Verde. 

The OSGs operated for 28 years at a void fraction of - 96% and fluid velocities of - 22 feet/sec, 
steam side pressure of 900 psi and a circulation ratio of 3.3. Under these conditions, OSGs 
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experienced only flow-induced random or out-of-plane vibrations, but not fluid elastic instability. That 
is why, the RSGs AVBs were only designed for out-of-plane vibrations. 

SCE added 11% heat transfer area (377 new tubes plus equivalent addition of more than 670 tubes 
by increasing the average length of heated tubes by - 50 inches, increased RCS and feedwater 
flows, reduced steam side flow area and changed the void fraction of OSG of 96% to 99.6% in the 
RSGs. Despite warnings from Dwight Nunn and SCE/MHI Joint AVB team to reduce high void 
fractions, SCE/MHI decided to live with the unacceptable consequences of increased void fractions 
by relying on the new AVB Design to perform miracles in countering the effects of high void fractions . 
. SCE Management did not make any efforts to decrease the void fractions, because it would have 
reduced the thermal output and profits from RSGs, delayed the construction /installation schedule 
and triggered a NRC 50.90 License Amendment and Public Hearings. The increased void fractions 
with a new AVB design by SCE/MHI Joint AVB team was a new test/experiment, which caused fluid 
elastic instability and tube leak in Unit 3. Defective and evasive 1 OCFR 50.59 for both units were 
prepared by one SCE Engineer and approved by another SCE Engineer during 2008-2009. These 
SCE Engineers should have known about Dwight Nunn's Letters and SCE/MHI Joint AVB team 
recommendations to reduce high void fractions, but did not address the effects of these hanges as 
required by 1 OCFR 50.59. Call it ignorance, greed, negligence or management direction, but the most 
important design function of OSGs of void fractions and AVB design was changed. Hence any 
engineer with common sense in elementary heat transfer should have seen the adverse 
consequences of high void fractions and then applied for a 50.90 License Amendment. Another 
point, the OSGs installed in 1983 had a thermal rating of 1705 MWt and RSGs had a thermal rating of 
1729 MWt, so steam flows were also changed. It is not about the same steam flows as SCE 
understands, but it is about change in a design function caused by change in tube material to have 
higher steam flows. So now changed steam flows, increased heat transfer area, high void fractions, 
increased RCS flows, untested AVB Design and addition of more tubes to have higher steam flows 
and higher profits affected safety, vibrations or structural integrity of the tubes. The defective design 
of RSGs and 1 OCFR 50.59 shutdown San Onofre Units 2 & 3 forever. 

A review of NRC 1 OCFR 50.59 inspection manual indicates, that the preparer has to answer many 
questions about the effect of these changes, which SCE/MHI avoided and are still in a denial about 
the effects of the changes and their legal obligation to inform NRC. NRC Commission has very smart 
thermal-hydraulic engineers and if they would have known about it, they would have 1 00% 
guaranteed caught the adverse effect of these changes in time. Probably, SCE 50.59 was examined 
by a NRC Inspector, who did know about these things and said OK. NRC AIT Team was also wrong 
about SONGS 50.59. See Arnie Gundersen, John Large, Dr. Joram Hopenfeld's Testimony and 
ASLB Ruling. 
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Joosten, Sandy 

From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Bill Hawkins <billleel23456@gmail.com> 
Thursday, June 13, 2013 10:26 AM 
San Onofre Sad SONGS Contiued - NRC/SCE/Public Awareness Series 

Stubborn, Inefficient, Inept, Retaliating, Discriminating SONGS Senior Leadership Team in Fear and 
Denial 

The financial debacle perpetrated by Southern California Edison should not fall on ratepayers' shoulders. It is 
understandable that "acts of God" are not the fault of a utility, but the mess with the San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station is man-made, the result of gross incompetence. 

SCE was afraid of ASLB ruling and public hearings and NRC Commission started small group public hearings 
to comply with ASLB ruling of public hearings. So that was the breakdown and SCE to save face, not sure of 
their Restart Plan and to avoid criminal investigations announced panicky Shutdown of Both Units. Shutdown 
does not mean that all the investigation will go away. You pay for what wrongs you do to others by retaliating, 
lying, discriminating and harassing for Nuclear Safety Concerns. If SCE Management would have listened to 
me when I rejected the SONGS Unit 3 Root Cause, SONGS would have Unit 2 rebuilt by now with public/NRC 
approval and producing power. This is what I said in June 2012 to SONGS Management in the following 
words, but instead of listening they discriminated and retaliated: 

1. Ramifications ofDecision To Avoid The License Amendment Process: Had NRC been notified that the new 
steam generators were not a like-for-like replacement, a more thorough review through the license amendment 
process would have been required. Given that scenario, it is likely that the requisite and thorough NRC review 
would have identified the design and fabrication inadequacies that appear to have caused the steam generator 
tube failure. More specifically, NRC would have identified the inadequacy of the Mitsubishi Heavy Industry 
computer code applied to validate the tube design and vibration pattern prior to fabrication. Mitsubishi' s 
computer code was simply not capable of analyzing Combustion Engineering (CE) designs like San Onofre and 
was only qualified for Westinghouse designs that are not similar to the original CE steam generator design. 
While Mitsubishi Heavy Industry has been supplying steam generators for many years in Japan, it did so under 
a specific license from Westinghouse for Westinghouse nuclear reactors. Although Mitsubishi made several 
incremental changes to the Westinghouse design, such as switching to alloy 690 tubing and the use of stainless 
steel broached plate tube supports, Mitsubishi has had very little experience with the tight tube pitch and the egg 
crate design used in the original CE design for San Onofre. 

2. Deviation or Defect: Inadequate Design Change Process POTENTIALLY produced super-heated steam, 
which caused potential void fractions in the Unit 3 SG E088 Upper U-Tube region wear areas as high as 
99.5. With the top ofthe U-tubes almost dry in this region due to the super-heated steam, there was less 
damping energy available to stop the tubes from vibrating and hitting each other and supports. The combination 
of adverse thermal-hydraulic conditions and lack of effective tube A VB supports resulted in a severe fluid
elastic instability consequence (FEI ~ 1 ). This condition was not predicted by the MHI computer modeling 
methods used for the design of the SONGS steam generators. SONGS SG FEI is a consequence oflnadequate 
Design process used by MHI and not the ROOT CAUSE of the U3 SG E088leak.(The USNRC has certified 
MHI as a manufacturer for 1700 APWR reactor design meeting all the safety requirements). 

3. Prior to plant restart, the Responsible and Safety-Conscious Edison International and Southern California 
Edison, including Mitsubishi Energy Nuclear Companies (MHEN AKA MHI) will ensure that CAPERSs with 
power reductions, practical and approved design changes, frequent SG tube inspections/repairs, and state-of-the 
art radiation monitoring technologies are implemented to meet the SONGS Licensing Commitments and the 
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actions specified NRC Confirmatory Action Letter. These Authorities will NOT allow plant to restart until 
these actions are approved by NRC/FEMA and concurred by the Public, Environmentalist Groups, Senator 
Barbara Boxer, and IPC Members and Offsite agencies. 

4. Based on Unit 2 and 3 SG tube inspection results, MHI now recognizes that fluid elastic instability did in fact 
exist in certain regions of the SGs. The combination of inadequate design changes resulted in adverse thermal
hydraulic conditions and lack of effective tube A VB supports resulted in FEI. This condition was not predicted 
by the MHI methods for the design of the SONGS steam generators. The reason that the design codes and 
assumptions did not predict FEI is not yet understood. The untested computer codes used by MHI are too 
unreliable and should not be used to play with the health and safety of the public and plant workers. 

NOTE: Emergency Preparedness for the protection of Public Health from accidental radiological releases (such 
as SGTLs or SGTRs) is implemented as a matter of prudence rather than in response to a quantitative analysis 
of accident probabilities and untested thermal-hydraulic computer models. This defense-in-depth approach 
does not allow for use of unapproved and untested Computer Codes used by MHI for the design of SONGS 
Nuclear steam Generators. 

5. The preventive actions specified in the SONGS Unit 3 RCE are prudent but not explicit enough to mitigate 
the adverse consequences to the public health or safety during an actual or postulated radiological accident in a 
Nuclear Power Plant. 

6. Solution Steam Generators need sub-cooled water almost 12 inches above the tube bundle to prevent 
potential void fractions(~ 98.5 %) in the U-Tube Bundle upper regions to prevent tube vibrations and FEI ~1. 

7. Edison International CEO and President & Southern California President Discretion- Please assign to the 
Root Cause Evaluation Team for Evaluation and Implementation of Corrective Actions as suggested in this NN 
or Alternative Actions to ensure Public Health and Safety in accordance with SONGS Excellence Guide Book. 

8. EMAIL TO SCE MANAGEMENT: I decided to Nominate SONGS SVP/CNO and SLT because of their 
open, warm and facilitative leadership, which is unprecedented in the History of SONGS. Their continuous 
commitment to the Nuclear Safety Culture, SONGS Excellence Guidebook and concern for Operational 
Excellence and Public Health & Safety reinforces and strengthens that belief every day. My candid discussions 
with [SONGS Senior Leadership Team Names Redacted], Several Shift Managers and [Redacted] on various 
plant issues have been helpful in generation of several Nuclear Notifications. 

Ihave been researching for weeks quietly at home on my time on the Unit 3 Steam Generator E088 Tube Leak. 
This includes review of SG RCE, reports by Environmental Groups, SG Problems and Solutions on US, 
European and Russian Websites (including MHI, CE, Westinghouse, Babcock & Wilcox, Framatome, Tihanga, 
AREV A, and others) extensive discussions with my friends, who specialize in Thermodynamics, Heat Transfer 
and Fluid Flow and some plant personnel. I may have the reasonable cause and potential solution for these 
leaks. Just trying to help MHI & SONGS. I would like to meet with [Redacted], some times next week in 
MESA to discuss confidentially my ideas on the Unit 3 Steam Generator E088 Tube Leak. 
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Joosten, Sandy 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Hi Dear, 

Bill Hawkins <billlee123456@gmail.com> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 12:34 PM 
mkeeganj@comcast.net 
Capt D 
Davis-Besse - Message Sent to NRC Commission - It is better to be late than never to be 
late 
Davis-Besse NRC OIG Report.pdf; davis-besse.pdf 

Just a Short lntro after receiving an email from CAPT D. 

I have been working with Arnie Gundersen, San Onofre Insiders, DAB Safety Team, Dr. John 
Hopenfeld, Senator Barbara Boxer, Public Groups, Newspaper Reporters and NRC Commission over 
the last 1 year to identify problems at San Onofre. I have generated hundreds of papers and emails 
on various subjects at San Onofre with the assistance of DAB Safety Team. From a review of the 
attached criticism and the NRC Inspector General Reports on Davis- Besse, it appears that NRC has 
not learnt any lessons from Davis-Besse, Fukushima, Three Mile Island and San Onofre. FENOC, 
Bechtel and B&W should release the 50.59 on Davis-Besse RSG Changes and Containment Cutting 
to the public to justify the safety aspects of the changes, apply for a full NRC 50.90 License and go 
through full public hearings. Please feel write to me if I can be of any further assistance in this matter. 

Sincerely 

Vinod Arora, PE 

M.S. Engineering, B.S. Chemical Engineering 

CEO/President 

AVP Arora International Inc. [Non-Profit Engineering Corporation] 

Former San Onofre High Energy Line Break, 50.59, Fire Protection, Systems and Emergency 
Preparedness Engineer/Auditor 

Former Rancho Seco High Energy Line Break Engineer 

Former Palo Verde Resident Engineer & Management Consultant 

Former Vogtle NGS High Energy Line Break & Fire Protection Engineer 

Former DOE Yucca Mountain Contract Fire Protection Engineer 

Lessons From Fukushima For San Onofre 
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Tuesday, June 4, 2013 

The former head of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission said plans to restart San Onofre at 70 
percent power do not inspire him with confidence. Gregory Jaczko and former Japanese prime 
minister Naoto Kan spoke in San Diego at a seminar. 

Jaczko said the melt down at Fukushima was a wake-up call that made him realize the industry 
needs a new way to measure risk. 

"What I've come to realize," Jaczko said, "is that the usual ways of analyzing this with risk analysis is 
not very useful. Because most of the time things don't happen and don't go wrong, but when the one 
thing does go wrong that nobody can predict, the consequences are tremendous." 

Jaczko said the cost benefit approach that says it is not worth investing in something that is unlikely 
to happen means the nuclear industry is chronically underprepared for accidents. He said he learned 
from Fukushima that the industry and regulators have to pay much more attention to the economic 
and personal consequences of an accident. 

Arnie Gundersen, a consultant with the group Friends of the Earth said the probability of a nuclear 
power plant accident is in fact much higher than estimates, becuase five units have melted down in 
the past 35 years: one at Three Mile Island, one at Chernobyl and three at Fukushima. 

"We are dealing with a technology that can have 40 great years and one bad day," Gundersen said, 
"and that one bad day can destroy a country." 

Peter Bradford, a commissioner with the NRC at the time of the Three Mile Island accident, said the 
regulatory agency pledged to become more transparent but in fact the opposite has happened. He 
pointed out little was done after Fukushima to improve safety at U.S. power plants, whereas there 
was heightened security after the Boston bombings. 

Bradford called for appointing nuclear regulatory commissioners who have a record of protecting 
public safety, as well as a record of technical experience with the industry. 

A question specifically about the proposal to restart the San Onofre nuclear power plant elicited a 
skeptical response from Jaczko. The plant has been offline since January 2012 after a small radiation 
leak and the NRC is currently considering a proposal to restart one reactor at 70 percent for five 
months."Just looking at it as an outsider now," Jaczko said, "the approach that is being taken is not 
one that instills tremendous confidence in me because the approach is for operation at reduced 
power. In principal, what you should see is design modifications and changes that allow operations at 
the licensed power levels." 

NRC Commission- San Onofre Lessons Learnt 
for Davise- Besse 
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It is better to be late than never to be late 
Part 1- The D-.8 Replacement Once Through Steam Generator and 50.59 

Courtesy of Fairewinds Associates 

FENOC had performed a 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 analysis that found that the RSG is "similar" to the 
OSG. Being "similar" to the original steam generators without analyzing the impact so many changes 
from the original D-B technical specifications is an inadequate criterion by which to determine if 10 
C.F.R. § 50.59 has been assiduously applied. 

A review by Fairewinds Associates of the critical design information first provided by FENOC at the 
March 20, 2013 meeting with the NRC shows that the Davis-Besse ROTSG does not meet the criteria 
of 10 C.F.R. § 50.59. Moreover, the data reviewed shows that FENOC should have applied for a 
license amendment with the requisite public review six years ago when the ROTSG was originally 
designed, ordered, and purchased. 

Specifically, 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 requires that any licensee performing an experiment at a licensed 
nuclear power plant must apply for a license amendment and include the requisite public 
review. FENOC itself had acknowledged that the ROTSG design had significant modifications in 
comparison to the original OTSG. More specifically, the following significant, experimental 
modifications tare being made to the original OTSG design: 

1. The tube inspection lane was removed. 
2. An additional tube support plate was added. 
3. 150 additional tubes were added. 
4. The tube alloy was changed. 
5. The tube-to-tube sheet junction was modified extensively. 
6. The overall design of the steam generator support structure was changed from a cylindrical skirt to 
a pedestal cone. 
7. The thickness of the pressure retaining walls of the ROTSG is two inches thinner than the pressure 
retaining wall in the Original Once Through Steam Generator. 
8. The 180-degree elbow design will be extensively modified. 
9. The alloy of the hot leg nozzles was also changed. 
Each and every one of these aforementioned changes is significant individually, and when taken 
together prove that the Replacement OTSG contains many experimental parameters, especially in 
comparison to the Original OTSG. 
Industry Experience 
In 2007 Davis-Besse awarded the design and fabrication of its ROTSG to B&W Canada. Since that 
time, there have been numerous significant problems with other steam generators throughout the 
United States. FENOC acknowledges these significant problems have occurred at Oconee, ANO, 
TMI and san Onofre. 

In an effort to avoid the participatory public review aspect of the 50.59 license amendment process, 
the nuclear power licensees and their parent corporations have made an alleged strategic choice to 
avoid the license amendment process by manipulating loopholes in the 50.59 processes. 
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• The last three steam generator replacement projects orchestrated by licensees sought to avoid the 
10 C.F.R. § 50.59 license amendment process. 

• By avoiding the 50.59 license amendment processes for Crystal River 3 in Florida, and San Onofre 
2 and San Onofre 3 in California, the owners, Progress Energy (Crystal River) and Edison (San 
Onofre Units 2 and 3) caused all three units to experience total mechanical failures. 

Moreover, all three major replacement steam generator problems previously discussed and the 
failures at ANO and TMI described by FENOC in its PowerPoint were not identified at these nuclear 
power plants until significant damage to both the steam generators and the plants themselves had 
already occurred. Ratepayers were stuck with millions of dollars in payments for flawed 
equipment. All five-replacement steam generator equipment failures can be attributed to failure of 
these licensees to apply the appropriate 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 screening criteria. Evading the 10 C.F.R. 
§ 50.59 license amendment processes allowed design errors to 'reach through fabrication and into 
plant operation before regulators even began examining these significant design and fabrication 
failures. 

Timing of the Discovery of RSG Failures at San Onofre and Lessons to Learn for Davis
Besse 

The timing of the discovery of the failure of the Replacement Steam Generators at both San Onofre 
Units 2 and 3 is important to review and discuss in order to determine the likelihood of failure for the 
Davis-Besse ROTSG project. From the reports reviewed, it appears that FENOC most likely 
completed the new design for the D-B ROTSGs during 2008, and fabrication appears to have begun 
in 2009. FENOC now claims that lessons learned from the San Onofre failures have been 
incorporated into the D-B ROTSG design and fabrication. Such a claim is impossible since the San 
Onofre RSGs failed in 2012, well after the D-B ROTSGs were already in fabrication. Quite simply, 
the Davis-Besse ROTSG could not have been modified to reflect any lessons learned from the 
technical failures at San Onofre Units 2 and 3. 12 

Conclusion 

Fairewinds concludes that the Replacement Once Through Steam Generator modifications at Davis
Bessie require a full NRC license application under the rules of 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 because: 

1. There are extensive experimental modifications to both the ROTSGs 

2. There are extensive modifications to the Davis-Besse technical specifications. In the event that 
experimental changes are made, or in the event that technical specification changes are required, 10 
C.F.R. § 50.59 makes it clear that a formal license amendment with public participation is 
required. Davis-Besse failed to comply with its responsibility under 10 C.F.R. § 50.59 to file a license 
amendment request and must do so before replacing its steam generator. 

Part 2 - Lessons Learnt for NRC Commission from San Onofre RSG 1 OCFR 50.59 

SCE response to 50.59 Questions: You know, this term of like for like is actually something- I'm not 
really exactly sure whether that's even grown up. It's not in the 50.59 regulation. There's no such term 
like for like. The term is really that the new equipment has to be of a similar form, fit and function to 
the equipment that it's replacing. So there is no like for like and in this case in the nuclear industry 
steam generators have had a - an issue really across all of the plants or the vast majority of the 
plants, what they call cracking and corrosion of the tubes. It was determined many years ago that the 
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principal cause of that was the alloy, the type of metal that was used in steam generator tubes, so
called INCONEL alloy 600. So that was - it was determined that the way you could solve the cracking 
and corrosion problem in the nuclear steam generators was to use an improved metal, the INCONEL 
alloy 690. However the- that tube metal also does not conduct heat as well as the previous metal. So 
all of the steam generator replacements that have been done in the industry over the last many years 
really are to improve a problem with the metal and the cracking and corrosion. So you certainly 
wouldn't want to put the same, you know, the same stuff back into the steam generators because 
you're just going to have the same problem, and that's where the improvements in the metal were 
made. 

Again because the metal doesn't conduct heat as well, really you end up having to put additional 
tubes in there so that you can get the same type of heat transfer in the steam generators. So really 
our- there's no additional power consideration here. It was really to address a cracking and corrosion 
problem. In fact in our case the two steam generator- or the two units, Unit 2 and 3 - had we not 
replaced the steam generators one of those units would have shut down in 2012, and the other unit 
would've had to shut down in 2015. So they were really at a critical point where you could no longer, 
you know, plug the tubes and maintain safety. So they had to be replaced and that's what we did with 
the improved metal so that we could avoid the cracking and corrosion problem. 

Dwight Nunn, SCE Vice President in 2004 wrote to MHI, ''This will be one of the largest steam 
generators ever built for the United States and represents a significant increase in size from those 
that Mitsubishi Heavy Industries has built in the past. It will require Mitsubishi Heavy Industries to 
evolve a new design beyond that which they currently have available. Such design evolutions require 
a careful, well thought approach that fully evaluates the risks inherent in creating a new and 
significantly larger steam generator. Such design evolutions tend to challenge the capability of 
existing models and engineering tools used for proven steam generator designs. Success in 
developing a new and larger steam generator design requires a full understanding of the risks 
inherent in this process and putting in place measures to manage these risks. Understanding the 
difficulty in transitioning from the standard Mitsubishi Heavy Industries steam generator design to a 
new and larger two-loop design. A. anti-Vibration Bar design (and installation) is by far one of the 
most challenging tasks that will face Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and San Onofre; in fact, it is in our 
opinion the single most significant task facing the industry for steam generators of our size today. 
Since the San Onofre steam generators are one of the largest steam generators ever built and large 
steam generators appear more susceptible to wear (in fact, our current steam generators have 
experienced a high percentage of plugged tubes due to wear), it is a paramount concern of ours that 
we ensure a reliable support design. We consider this engineering challenge perhaps the most critical 
issue at this time. Recent industry experience with Anti Vibration Bar supports has demonstrated the 
difficulty in developing a successful design (the recent experience at a United State's plant 
emphasized this point when more that 180 tubes were found to have wear indications after only one 
cycle of operations, some of these indications were up to 20% through wall). Our discussions with 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries to date have not resulted in a plan that will successfully address this 
industry concern. Both San Onofre and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries are having difficulty in formulating 
such a plan. Consequently, the design of the new steam generators is currently proceeding using the 
existing steam generator seismic response based on a like-for-like replacement concept (although the 
old and new steam generators will be similar in many respects they aren't like-for-like replacements). 
Based upon these observations, I am concerned that there is the potential that design flaws could be 
inadvertently introduced into the steam generator design that will lead to unacceptable consequences 
(e.g., tube wear and eventually tube plugging). This would be a disastrous outcome for both of us and 
a result each of our companies desire to avoid. In evaluating this concern, it would appear that one 
way to avoid this outcome is to ensure that relevant experience in designing larger sized steam 
generators be utilized. It is my understanding the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries is considering the use 
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of Westinghouse in several areas related to scaling up of your current steam generator design (as 
noted above)." 

Dwight Nunn, SCE Vice President in 2005 wrote to MHI, "In our joint technical meeting, we also 
learned more about certain thermal-hydraulic aspects (void fraction) of the RSG design. Void fraction 
is an important thermal-hydraulic parameter, related to the probability of tube dry out occurring during 
power operation (the higher the void fraction, the higher the probability of dry out). Tube dry out is an 
undesirable phenomenon as it may eventually result in tube cracking. The information presented to 
Edison in the most recent Technical Meeting, indicated that for the SONGS RSG the expected void 
fraction is very high. Consequently, Edison requests that MHIIaunch a consolidated effort aimed at 
addressing high void fraction in the RSG. 

The whole process that's been used for replacing steam generators in the industry is a pretty well 
traveled path. After the first few were done several years ago at other plants, the so-called 50.59 
process was established. And essentially I like to think of it as a test. It basically says, "If you have 
essentially the same form, fit and function as the previous steam generators then you can go forward 
with the so-called 50.59 process." When we went through that analysis, which takes quite some time 
to do, we determined that much of it was really standard and could go through the - a -the 50.59 
process. But we actually did need to obtain some license amendments to our technical specifications 
in our license. So it's -the 50.59 process is basically a - as I say it's a - it's kind of a test. If you go 
through that analysis and you determine that yes, what you're proposing is essentially the same form, 
fit and function as what you had in there before, then you can go forward with the replacement. 
Anything that's outside of that has to go through a license amendment process. So as I said we 
actually had a little bit of both in our case. 

SONGS Insider Response to SCE Comments: A like-for-like replacement is defined as the 
replacement of an item with an item that is identical. For example, the replacement item would be 
identical if it was purchased at the same time from the same vendor as the item it is replacing, or if 
the user can verify that there have been no changes in the design, materials, or manufacturing 
process since procurement of the item being replaced. If differences from the original item are 
identified in the replacement item, then the item is not identical, but similar to the item being replaced, 
and an evaluation (Such as 1 OCFR 50.59, Changes, Tests or Experiments) is necessary to determine 
if any changes in design, material, or the manufacturing process could impact the functional 
characteristics and ultimately the component's ability to perform its required safety function. If the 
licensee cannot demonstrate that the replacement item is identical and differs in design, or results in 
a design change, new test or experiment, which adversely affects RSG's functional characteristics 
(High Void fractions, High steam flows, Wrong AVBs for FE I) and ultimately the RSGs tubes ability to 
perform its required safety function (RCS Barrier), then the licensee needs to inform NRC ASAP and 
proceed safely for a NRC Approved 50.90 License Amendment like Palo Verde. 

The OSGs operated for 28 years at a void fraction of - 96% and fluid velocities of- 22 feet/sec, 
steam side pressure of 900 psi and a circulation ratio of 3.3. Under these conditions, OSGs 
experienced only flow-induced random or out-of-plane vibrations, but not fluid elastic instability. That 
is why, the RSGs AVBs were only designed for out-of-plane vibrations. 

SCE added 11% heat transfer area (377 new tubes plus equivalent addition of more than 670 tubes 
by increasing the average length of heated tubes by - 50 inches, increased RCS and feedwater 
flows, reduced steam side flow area and changed the void fraction of OSG of 96% to 99.6% in the 
RSGs. Despite warnings from Dwight Nunn and SCE/MHI Joint AVB team to reduce high void 
fractions, SCE/MHI decided to live with the unacceptable consequences of increased void fractions 
by relying on the new AVB Design to perform miracles in countering the effects of high void fractions. 
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. SCE Management did not make any efforts to decrease the void fractions, because it would have 
reduced the thermal output and profits from RSGs, delayed the construction /installation schedule 
and triggered a NRC 50.90 License Amendment and Public Hearings. The increased void fractions 
with a new AVB design by SCE/MHI Joint AVB team was a new test/experiment, which caused fluid 
elastic instability and tube leak in Unit 3. Defective and evasive 1 OCFR 50.59 for both units were 
prepared by one SCE Engineer and approved by another SCE Engineer during 2008 - 2009. These 
SCE Engineers should have known about Dwight Nunn's Letters and SCE/MHI Joint AVB team 
recommendations to reduce high void fractions, but did not address the effects of these hanges as 
required by 1 OCFR 50.59. Call it ignorance, greed, negligence or management direction, but the most 
important design function of OSGs of void fractions and AVB design was changed. Hence any 
engineer with common sense in elementary heat transfer should have seen the adverse 
consequences of high void fractions and then applied for a 50.90 License Amendment. Another 
point, the OSGs installed in 1983 had a thermal rating of 1705 MWt and RSGs had a thermal rating of 
1729 MWt, so steam flows were also changed. It is not about the same steam flows as SCE 
understands, but it is about change in a design function caused by change in tube material to have 
higher steam flows. So now changed steam flows, increased heat transfer area, high void fractions, 
increased RCS flows, untested AVB Design and addition of more tubes to have higher steam flows 
and higher profits affected safety, vibrations or structural integrity of the tubes. The defective design 
of RSGs and 10CFR 50.59 shutdown San Onofre Units 2 & 3 forever. 

A review of NRC 1 OCFR 50.59 inspection manual indicates, that the preparer has to answer many 
questions about the effect of these changes, which SCE/MHI avoided and are still in a denial about 
the effects of the changes and their legal obligation to inform NRC. NRC Commission has very smart 
thermal-hydraulic engineers and if they would have known about it, they would have 100% 
guaranteed caught the adverse effect of these changes in time. Probably, SCE 50.59 was examined 
by a NRC Inspector, who did know about these things and said OK. NRC All Team was also wrong 
about SONGS 50.59. See Arnie Gundersen, John Large, Dr. Joram Hopenfeld's Testimony and 
ASLB Ruling. 
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NRC'S REGULATION OF DAVIS-BESSE REGARDING DAMAGE 
TO THE REACTOR VESSEL HEAD (CASE NO. 02-03S) 

Attached is an Office of the Inspector General (OIG}, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC), Event Inquiry into concerns that the NRC allowed the Davis-Besse Nuclear 
Power Station to operate despite indications of cracking to the reactor vessel head. This Event 
Inquiry reviewed how the NRC reached its decision regarding a shutdown order for Davis
Besse which the staff prepared in draft but never issued in connection with potential 
circumferential cracking of reactor vessel head penetration nozzles. 

Please call me if you have any questions regarding this Event Inquiry. This report is furnished 
for whatever action you deem appropriate. Please notify this office within 90 days of what 
action, if any, you take based on the results of this Event Inquiry. 
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BASIS AND SCOPE 

This Office of the Inspector General (OIG) event inquiry was based on concerns from the Union 
of Concerned Scientists (UCS) regarding a perceived lack of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) oversight of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (Davis-Besse). UCS 
alleged that NRC allowed Davis-Besse to operate despite indications of significant cracking to 
the reactor vessel head. UCS alleged that NRC's failure to adequately regulate the plant nearly 
resulted in a loss-of-coolant accident. 

In this inquiry, OIG reviewed how NRC reached its decision regarding a shutdown order which 
NRC prepared in draft but never issued in connection with potential circumferential cracking of 
reactor vessel head penetration nozzles at Davis-Besse. Specifically, this report (1) provides 
background information concerning reactor vessel head cracking at NRC-regulated nuclear 
power plants, including Davis-Besse; (2) describes NRC actions related to Davis-Besse and its 
response to NRC Bulletin 2001-01; and (3) explores NRC's decision not to issue a shutdown 
order to Davis-Besse and to permit the plant to operate 6 weeks beyond a December 31, 2001, 
deadline proposed in NRC Bulletin 2001-01. 

OIG notes that this event inquiry did not review NRC or licensee actions or inactions that 
possibly gave rise to the current condition of the Davis-Besse reactor vessel head, nor did it 
review the adequacy of information provided by FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company, the 
NRC license holder for Davis-Besse, to NRC relevant to this matter, because these matters 
were the subject of separate inspection and investigative activities conducted by NRC. 
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 

Axial Crack - A crack that propagates along the length of an object. 

Boric Acid - A chemical added to the reactor coolant system to moderate the fission process in 
some reactor designs. 

Circumferential Crack - A crack that propagates around an object's width or circumference. 

Control Rod- A rod, plate, or tube containing a material such as hafnium, boron, etc., used to 
control the power of a nuclear reactor. By absorbing neutrons, a control rod prevents the 
neutrons from causing further fission. 

Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) Nozzle - A type of reactor vessel head penetration 
nozzle that supports and guides the control rods which control the power of a nuclear reactor 
and, therefore, are critical to a licensee's ability to stop the fission process and shut down the 
reactor. 

Coolant -A substance circulated through a nuclear reactor to remove or transfer heat. The 
most commonly used coolant in the United States is water. 

J-groove Weld -The structural retaining weld of the CRDM nozzle located at the interior 
surface of the reactor vessel head. 

Loss-of-Coolant Accident -A reactor accident that results in a loss of the primary coolant from 
the core at a rate in excess of the capability of the reactor makeup system due to one or more 
breaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Such an event or sequence of events could 
result in the melting of part of the fuel in the reactor core. 

Pressure Vessel- In addition to vessel internal structures, a thick, strong-walled steel container 
housing the core of most types of power reactors. It usually contains the fuel moderator, 
neutron reflector, thermal shield, and control rods. 

Pressurized Water Reactor - A light water reactor in which the water used as a moderator is 
kept under pressure, preventing it from boiling at normal temperatures. 

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary -In addition to the reactor pressure vessel, those 
components, pipes, and fittings that contain the primary reactor coolant (e.g., water). 

Reactor Coolant System -In pressurized water reactors, the system used to remove energy 
from the reactor core and transfer that energy via steam generators to the steam turbine. 

Reactor Vessel Head - The removable top section of a reactor pressure vessel. It is bolted in 
place during power operation and removed during refueling to permit access of fuel handling 
equipment to the core. 

Technical Specifications- Part of an NRC license that establishes requirements for items such 
as safety limits, limiting safety system settings, limiting control settings, limiting conditions for 
operation, surveillance requirements, design features, and administrative controls. 
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Vessel Head Penetration <VHP) Nozzle- A steel sleeve welded into the reactor vessel head 
through which the control rod drive mechanisms pass. The VHP nozzle also maintains reactor 
coolant pressure. 
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BACKGROUND 

Role of the Vessel Head and Vessel Head Penetration Nozzles 

The risk of a nuclear power plant accident with a significant amount of radioactivity released 
offsite to the public is very small. This risk is small, in part, due to diverse and redundant 
barriers and numerous safety systems in the plant. To prevent the release of radioactive 
material to the environment, nuclear power plants are constructed with several barriers between 
the radioactive material and the environment surrounding the plant. The first barrier is the fuel 
cladding, sealed metal 
tubes in which ceramic 
pellets of low enriched 
uranium fuel are 
encased. The second 
barrier is the heavy 
steel reactor pressure 
vessel (RPV) and the 
primary coolant system 
piping, which acts as 
the "reactor coolant 
pressure boundary." 
The third barrier is the 
containment building, a 
heavily reinforced 
structure of concrete 
and steel up to 4 feet 
thick that surrounds the 
reactor and is designed 
to contain radioactivity 
that might be released 
from the reactor system 
in the unlikely event of a 
serious accident. 

The reactor vessel head 
covers the reactor 
vessel in a nuclear 
reactor (see Figure 1 ). 
Integrity of the vessel 
head, its components, 
and the vessel itself are 
critical to maintain the 
second barrier 

Typical Pressurized Water Reactor 

Reactor Vessel Head 

Outlet Nozzle 

of_th~ d
1 
efeTnhse-in-dep

1
th Figure 2. Typical Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) 

pnnc1p e. e vesse 
head resembles a round cap that is bolted to the vessel and is approximately 15 feet in 
diameter. The reactor vessel head is constructed of 6-inch thick carbon steel with a 1/4- to 3/8-
inch thick stainless steel inner cladding. The protective layer of cladding is necessary because 
the water inside the reactor vessel contains dissolved boric acid (used to assist in reactor 
control), and boric acid corrodes carbon steel. 
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The reactor vessel head typically contains 65 to 70 holes into which vertical tubes called vessel 
head penetration (VHP) nozzles (see Figure 2) are placed. These nozzles are permanently 
implanted into the reactor head and are welded tight to prevent boric acid from coming into 
contact with the reactor vessel exterior. The reactor pressure vessel head is an integral part of 
the reactor coolant pressure boundary and, as noted above, its integrity is important to the safe 
operation of the plant. Likewise, most VHP nozzles support and guide the control rods which 
control the power of a nuclear reactor and, therefore, are critical to a licensee's ability to stop 
the fission process and shut down the reactor. These nozzles are called control rod drive 
mechanism (CRDM) nozzles. 

VHP Nozzle Cracking Discovered at Four Power Plants 

Between November 2000 and April 2001, plant operators at four pressurized water reactors 
(PWRs) discovered cracking of their plants' VHP nozzles. In two cases- at Oconee Nuclear 
Station Unit 1 in November 2000 and Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1 in February 2001 -the 
cracking was axial and determined by NRC to be of limited safety concern. This was because 
leakage related to such cracking would ordinarily be identified and repaired long before a 
serious safety consequence, such as a sudden loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), could occur. 
A LOCA involves the loss of the coolant needed within the reactor pressure vessel to keep the 
nuclear fuel in the reactor core from overheating. However, circumferential cracks identified in 
two CRDM nozzles at Oconee Nuclear Station Unit 3 (ONS3) in February 2001 and at Oconee 
Nuclear Station Unit 2 (ONS2) in April 2001 were viewed by NRC as more serious. Of great 
concern was axial cracking above the J-groove weld on one CRDM nozzle at ONS3 that had 
become circumferential. This was considered a very significant safety concern by both NRC 
and the nuclear industry because a circumferential crack above the J-groove weld, if it went 
completely around a CRDM nozzle and through the nozzle wall, could lead to ejection of the 
control rod drive from the vessel head and could result in a LOCA. 

NRC Response to Potential Safety Implications 

The incidents of cracked and leaking VHP nozzles at Oconee's three units and at Arkansas 
Nuclear One Unit 1 raised concerns about the structural integrity of VHP nozzles throughout the 
PWR industry. This was because many PWR VHP nozzles had undergone similar design and 
fabrication processes. NRC issued Bulletin 2001-01, "Circumferential Cracking of Reactor 
Pressure Vessel Head Penetration Nozzles," on August 3, 2001, to all licensees operating 
pressurized water nuclear power plants. That bulletin described instances of cracked and 
leaking VHP nozzles, including CRDM nozzles. 

NRC Bulletin 2001-01 asked all NRC licensees of PWRs to provide specific information 
concerning the structural integrity of their plants' VHP nozzles. Additionally, using criteria 
published in NRC Bulletin 2001-01, all PWR licensees were required to self-identify their plant
specific ranking of susceptibility to VHP-nozzle cracking. The bulletin provided a ranking 
model to assess each plant's susceptibility to primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) 
which was determined to be the root cause of CRDM nozzle cracking at ONS2 and ONS3. 
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Based on a plant's rank, Bulletin 2001-01 presented, but did not require, specific inspection 
activities that NRC staff deemed logical for each level. 

SB-167 UNS NOBBOO 
(Aioy6DO) 

RPVHB 
(SA-W Gr. B Cl. 1) 

Figure 3. Schematic of Typical CRDM Nozzle Penetration 

Bulletin 2001-01 proposed that the population of PWR plants be divided into four groups (or 
"Bins") based on their potential for having or developing VHP cracking: 

Bin 1: Plants which had demonstrated the existence of PWSCC in their VHP nozzles 
(through the detection of boric acid deposits) and for which cracking could be 
expected to recur and affect additional VHPs; 

Bin 2: Plants which could be considered as having a high susceptibility to PWSCC 
based upon a susceptibility ranking of less than 5 effective full power years 
(EFPY) from the ONS3 condition; 
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Bin 3: Plants which could be considered as having a moderate susceptibility to PWSCC 
based upon a susceptibility ranking of more than 5 EFPY but less than 30 EFPY 
from the ONS3 condition; and 

Bin 4: The balance of plants which could be considered as having low susceptibility 
based upon a susceptibility ranking of more than 30 EFPY from the ONS3 
condition. 

The recommended inspection activities for plants in each of the four bins depended on each 
plant's susceptibility to cracking. For example, the August 3, 2001, bulletin recommended 
qualified volumetric examination of 100 percent of the VHP nozzles for Bin 1 plants and, at a 
minimum, qualified visual examination of 100 percent of the VHP nozzles for Bin 2 plants. The 
bulletin indicated that inspections by December 31, 2001, would be an appropriate way to 
handle plants that had either experienced cracking or leaking or were considered highly 
susceptible to these conditions (Bins 1 and 2). The goal of these inspections was to confirm 
the structural integrity of the VHP nozzles so as to avoid a possible CRDM nozzle ejection 
resulting in a LOCA. 

Each PWR licensee was required to provide its plans for inspecting its RPV head penetrations 
and/or the outside surface of the RPV head to determine whether the nozzles were leaking. 
Licensees of plants with a high-susceptibility ranking for developing cracks were required to 
provide NRC with a description of their plans for future inspections and their basis for 
concluding that those inspections would assure that regulatory requirements related to reactor 
coolant leakage would be met. Furthermore, if a licensee with a high-susceptibility ranking 
lacked plans to include inspections for VHP nozzle cracking before December 31, 2001, that 
licensee was to provide NRC with its basis for concluding that the regulatory requirements 
would continue to be met until the inspections were performed. 

When preparing NRC Bulletin 2001-01, the NRC staff was aware of the financial and 
scheduling difficulties that some plants would face in conducting the recommended inspections, 
which, for Bin 1 and Bin 2 plants, could be performed only when the plant was shut down. 
Anticipated difficulties included a revenue loss for plants that had not planned an outage during 
that time frame and would need to arrange for this unanticipated outage. Furthermore, most 
licensees did not have the equipment or staff onsite to perform the necessary inspections and 
would, consequently, need to vie with other plants to schedule the necessary personnel and 
equipment. As a result, the staff allowed Bin 1 and Bin 2 plants until December 31, 2001, to 
accomplish the suggested inspection activities. Staff told OIG that the rationale for the 
December 31, 2001, deadline was not rooted in scientific analysis, but the date was viewed as 
practical in that it would allow a 5-month window for plants to either perform the inspections 
during already-scheduled outages or to plan for and conduct an unscheduled outage. 
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DETAILS 

I. NRC ACTIONS RELATED TO DAVIS-BESSE FOLLOWING ISSUANCE OF NRC 
BULLETIN 2001-01 

Licensees Respond to NRC Bulletin 2001-01 

From August to November 2001, NRC received responses to NRC Bulletin 2001-01 from 
licensees of the 69 operating PWR plants. Of the 69 plants, 5 were characterized as Bin 1, 7 
as Bin 2, and the remainder as either Bin 3 or Bin 4. OIG learned that during this period the 
staff was engaged in discussions with the licensees for the 12 plants identified by NRC as 
having identified cracking or as being highly susceptible to cracking (Bin 1 and Bin 2). These 
discussions focused on which inspection would be performed and at what point in time. 

According to NRC staff, simultaneous with the agency's technical review of licensee responses 
to the Bulletin, the staff began to consider how they would respond to any Bin 1 or Bin 2 plants 
that decided not to shut down and sought to operate for a period of time beyond 2001 without 
inspecting for VHP nozzle cracks. The staff decided the NRC response would be to exercise its 
regulatory authority to require a licensee to cease power operations. To that end, the staff 
began preparing draft shutdown orders1 in October 2001 for two plants, D.C. Cook Unit 2 and 
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (Davis-Besse), because the plants had indicated an 
unwillingness to conduct inspections before December 31, 2001. 

OIG learned that Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) staff and management pursued a 
"dual track" with regard to the high-susceptibility plants. On one side, NRR staff continued to 
engage the licensees regarding VHP nozzle cracking issues and the staff was open to 
reviewing any new and relevant information that would justify operation beyond December 31, 
2001. This dialog, OIG was told, focused on ensuring that licensee management was aware of 
NRC's concerns about the potential safety significance of VHP nozzle cracking. Alternatively, 
NRR was positioned to issue an order to any licensee that did not commit to shutting down its 
facility and performing the recommended inspections by December 31, 2001. 

By November 1, 2001, 10 of the 12 Bin 1 and Bin 2 plants had either already performed 
satisfactory inspections of the VHP nozzles or made the decision to shut down to perform 
inspections prior to the December 31, 2001, deadline. By mid-November, NRC had received 
inspection results from six of these plants. Of the six plants, four reported that they had 
identified small circumferential cracks. In addition, one Bin 3 plant had also reported 
discovering one circumferential crack during a planned refueling outage. 

In reviewing these findings, NRC determined that none of the cracks identified by the licensees 
were of an immediate safety significance. NRC staff informed OIG that during this period they 
continued to analyze and evaluate postulated crack growth rates, as well as the potential 
consequences if a circumferential crack led to a CRDM ejection and LOCA. 

1 Title 10, Code of Federal Regulation, Part 2.202 authorizes the NRC Commission to institute an order to 
modify, suspend, or revoke a nuclear power plant's license if the Commission finds that the public health, safety, or 
interest so requires. Signature authority for such orders, which may result in the shutdown of a power plant, is 
delegated to the director of NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 
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With respect to the two remaining Bin 1 and Bin 2 plants- D C. Cook Unit 2 and Davis-Besse 
- NRC continued to pursue a dual track approach. While NRR staff continued discussions 
with each licensee, the staff also began to prepare shutdown orders for these plants. By mid
November 2001, NRC had authorized D.C. Cook an extension to operate until its planned 
refueling outage commencing January 19, 2002. In granting the 19-day extension, NRC staff 
credited the licensee for time the plant was shut down earlier in the year due to other events. 
This left Davis-Besse as the only plant that did not commit to perform the requested inspection 
activities before the year's end. 

NRC Prepares Shutdown Order for Davis-Besse 

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC), the license holder for Davis-Besse, 
provided its initial response to NRC Bulletin 2001-01 in a letter dated September 4, 2001. 
Because of plant age and other similarities to ONS3, FENOC ranked Davis-Besse as a "high
susceptibility" plant for developing cracks. Nevertheless, FENOC informed the staff in this letter 
that it did not intend to conduct qualified visual inspections of the RPV head until its next (131h) 
refueling outage (RFO), then scheduled for March 30, 2002. This initial response was later 
supplemented with additional information during meetings and in correspondence between 
FENOC and NRC in October 2001. In each of these communications, FENOC continued to 
assert that based on previous inspections it conducted, analyses it performed, its ability to 
identify cracks, and industry evaluations and findings, there was reasonable assurance that the 
Davis-Besse plant would continue to operate safely until its next scheduled outage. 

The licensee's justification to defer inspections recommended by the bulletin relied, in large 
part, on the condition of the reactor vessel head penetrations during the refueling outages of 
1996, 1998, and 2000. The licensee submitted photographs of the reactor vessel head taken 
during these outages. However, due to the poor quality of the photographs, the NRC staff 
concluded that the licensee's efforts would not justify an exception to the bulletin's 
requirements. 

FENOC management told OIG that it advised NRC staff of the adverse financial and other 
consequences of a shutdown occurring prior to 13RFO. Specifically, FENOC management 
explained to senior NRR officials the financial costs associated with an unscheduled shutdown 
for VHP inspections, particularly when it would still need to perform a scheduled refueling 
outage a few months later. FENOC informed NRC that a shutdown for VHP nozzle inspections 
during the fall 2001 might have an adverse impact on winter electric supply for Northwestern 
Ohio. In addition, FENOC explained to NRC its difficulty in scheduling the specialized 
personnel and equipment necessary to perform the inspections. FENOC officials also briefed 
NRC on the increased radiation exposure inspectors would receive performing VHP nozzle 
inspections not associated with a refueling outage. 

Through mid-November 2001, FENOC representatives continued to advocate during meetings 
and telephone discussions with NRR staff that Davis-Besse could defer inspections 
recommended by the bulletin until 13RFO and operate safely. Nevertheless, FENOC was 
unable to convince NRR staff that Davis-Besse was unique from six similar plants that had 
identified VHP nozzle cracking. In a letter to FENOC dated November 19, 2001, the NRR 
Project Manager for Davis-Besse again made NRC's position clear, stating: 

[T]he Davis-Besse facility is considered to have a high susceptibility to primary 
water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) at reactor pressure vessel head 
penetration (VHP) nozzles .... With respect to the seven operating Babcock 
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and Wilcox (B&W) facilities, the other six facilities (Davis-Besse excluded) have 
performed inspections as recommended in the bulletin and all six facilities have 
identified cracking in VHP nozzles and/or the associated J-groove welds. More 
significantly, three of these B&W facilities have identified circumferential cracking 
in the VHP nozzles. Based on this evidence, the staff believes there is a more 
than reasonable likelihood that the Davis-Besse facility currently has cracking in 
one or more VHP nozzles and/or the associated J-groove welds, the extent of 
which is not known. 

On November 16, 2001, the NRR Director forwarded a draft shutdown order for Davis-Besse to 
the NRC Executive Director for Operations (EDO). The cover memorandum, signed by the 
NRR Director, asserted to the EDO that: 

[A]dequate protection of the public health and safety cannot be assured without 
successful completion of the recommended inspections [and it] is unacceptable 
for a facility to continue operation beyond December 31, 2001, without 
performing the recommended inspections. 

The draft order, prepared for the NRR Director's signature, described the agency's technical 
basis for the proposed shutdown and contained empirical and analytical data and a discussion 
of risk implications associated with VHP nozzle cracking and leakage. The order required 
Davis-Besse to (1) cease power operations by December 31, 2001, and bring the unit to cold 
shutdown or (2) demonstrate to NRC that there was "reasonable assurance" that the VHP 
nozzles were free of significant defects. This order had been developed by NRR technical staff, 
and reviewed and concurred in by NRR senior management and the NRR Director. In addition, 
NRC's Office of the General Counsel (OGC), the legal arm of the agency, reviewed and 
identified no legal objection with the regulatory action. The draft order outlined the conclusions 
reached by the NRR Director, stating, in part: 

Based on the information provided by the licensee and the extent of vessel head 
penetration cracking and leakage found at multiple facilities, I find that the 
licensee has not provided an adequate basis to operate beyond December 31, 
2001, without performing inspections to verify the integrity of the reactor coolant 
pressure boundary at Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1. 
Performance of the recommended inspections prior to operation beyond 
December 31, 2001, is timely and necessary given Davis-Besse's high
susceptibility ranking and the extent of cracking and leakage found at other 
similarly-designed facilities. Consequently, I find that a potentially hazardous 
condition exists and warrants the issuance of an Order that modifies the 
operating license for Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1, to require 
that (1) the facility be shut down by December 31, 2001, and proceed to the cold 
shutdown or lower mode, and (2) the licensee perform inspections to 
demonstrate to the NRC that there is reasonable assurance that the vessel head 
penetration nozzles are free of defects prior to subsequent plant operation. 

On November 21, 2001, the EDO sent the draft shutdown order to the NRC Commission with a 
new cover memorandum that he signed. The EDO's cover memorandum advised the 
Commission of NRC's intent to issue the order no sooner than 5 business days after the 
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Commission received it. 2 The staff also advised the Commission that it would continue to 
engage the licensee in dialog regarding the matter. 

FENOC Offers Compensatory Measures 

OIG learned that on or about November 27, 2001, the NRR Director instructed a senior NRR 
manager to contact FENOC and advise the licensee that a draft shutdown order for Davis
Besse had been forwarded to the Commission. OIG was told that, consequently, the NRR 
senior manager contacted the president of FENOC and informed him that a shutdown order 
had been forwarded to the Commission and asked if there were any compensatory actions 
FENOC could take that would persuade NRC not to issue the shutdown order. By the 
afternoon of November 27, 2001, NRR staff received a list of steps FENOC was willing to take 
to avoid a shutdown of Davis-Besse. 

On November 28, 2001, the NRC staff hosted a public meeting in Rockville, MD, with FENOC 
representatives to discuss the licensee's position regarding VHP nozzle inspections. During 
this session, the licensee provided its revised probabilistic safety assessment related to 
continued operations beyond December 31, 2001. At that time, FENOC also formally 
committed to take specific steps to avoid an NRC shutdown order and continue operations 
beyond December 31, 2001. 

As compensatory measures, FENOC committed to the following: (1) shut down Davis-Besse by 
February 16, 2002, to begin the refueling outage 6 weeks earlier than the 13 RFO scheduled 
outage date of March 30, 2002; (2) perform 1 00-percent qualified visual inspection and non
destructive examination of VHP nozzles and, should cracks be detected, characterization of 
flaws through destructive examination; (3) reduce reactor coolant system hot leg temperature 
from 605°F to 598°F for the remainder of the operating cycle; (4) maximize availability of the 
plant's redundant critical safety systems by minimizing online maintenance and testing of these 
systems; and (5) provide increased human factors reliability through additional training and 
dedicated personnel. These compensatory measures were intended to reduce the likelihood of 
a LOCA as well as to improve Davis-Besse's ability to respond should such an event occur. In 
addition, Davis-Besse staff informed NRR management that the plant could not initiate 13RFO 
earlier than February 16, 2002, because it was unable to secure delivery of replacement fuel 
any sooner. 

NRC Considers FENOC Compensatory Measures 

OIG learned that following the November 28, 2001, public meeting and licensee presentation, 
an NRR associate director convened an internal staff meeting of approximately 12 to 16 NRC 
staff to discuss FENOC's proposal and commitments and obtain a consensus on how NRC 
should proceed. Those present for the meeting, which lasted several hours, included NRR 
technical experts in material engineering and probabilistic risk assessment as well as 
representatives from NRR management and the OGC. OIG was told that the NRR Director 
attended a portion of the meeting but left prior to the taking of consensus among attendees. 
NRC staff were unable to provide OIG with any documentation concerning discussions, 
analysis, or conclusions related to this meeting or with a list of attendees. However, staff who 
participated told OIG that during the meeting, participants debated the relative value of 

20IG determined that due to holidays and weekends, the order would have been issued by staff no sooner 
than November 29, 2001. 
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FENOC's commitments intended to reduce a postulated CRDM nozzle failure. With respect to 
FENOC's proposal, the staff said they considered the effect of variables such as RPV head 
operating temperature and time on crack growth rates and studies concerning the crack size 
required to cause CRDM nozzle ejection. Participants also said they considered the steps 
offered by the licensee which were designed to mitigate the consequences of a possible event 
(i.e., LOCA). 

NRR staff present at the November 28, 2001, staff meeting told OIG they participated in two 
separate votes concerning Davis-Besse's request for continued operation. First, the NRR 
associate director who convened the meeting asked staff to consider whether to accept 
FENOC's proposal to continue operating until February 16, 2002, at which time it would initiate 
13RFO and conduct qualified visual inspections pursuant to NRC Bulletin 2001-01. During this 
initial vote, the staff voted to either accept FENOC's offer or go forward with the shutdown 
order. Staff did not reach a unanimous decision during this vote; three staff members voted to 
proceed with the shutdown order. Subsequently, the NRR associate director called for a 
second vote. This vote focused solely on whether NRR staff thought that Davis-Besse would 
experience a CRDM nozzle ejection or other safety significant event if allowed to continue 
operating until February 16, 2002. On this matter, NRR staff reached unanimous agreement 
that a CRDM nozzle ejection before February 16, 2002, was unlikely and that there was no 
significant safety concern that would preclude continued operation until that date. 

On November 29, the results of the November 28, 2001, staff meeting were provided to the 
NRR Director. OIG learned that following receipt of this information, the NRR Director met with 
the three staff members who initially voted against continued operation to learn whether they 
were comfortable with the outcome of the second vote. OIG was told by the three staff 
members and by the NRR Director that the staff members told the NRR Director that they did 
not feel strongly enough about their concern to file a Differing Professional View (DPV) or 
Differing Professional Opinion (DP0}.3 Following these discussions, the NRR Director 
concluded that there was sufficient information available to justify operation of the Davis-Besse 
facility for 6 weeks past the deadline established in Bulletin 2001-01. He subsequently 
informed the Commission that the staff and licensee had reached a mutually acceptable 
resolution of the matter. The draft order requiring Davis-Besse to cease operations was never 
issued. 

On November 30, 2001, the NRR staff briefed the Commissioners' technical assistants on 
NRR's decision not to issue the shutdown order. NRR staff described to the technical 
assistants the risk assessment performed by NRR, the compensatory measures submitted by 
FENOC, and how NRR's decision to allow Davis-Besse to operate until February 16, 2002, 
comported with the five safety principles outlined in NRC's risk-informed decisionmaking 

3NRC's DPV/DPO processes are intended to afford opportunities for staff to formally disagree with agency 
decisions. 
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guidelines.4 NRR staff noted that although four out of five safety principles were not explicitly 
met, 5 the staff concluded that Davis-Besse could operate safely until February 16, 2002. 

Significant Reactor Vessel Head Degradation Discovered at Davis-Besse 

On February 16, 2002, Davis-Besse began a refueling outage that included inspections of the 
VHP nozzles. In conducting these inspections, Davis-Besse identified that 5 of its 69 CRDM 
nozzles had either axial or circumferential cracks. Specifically, the licensee identified the 5 
CRDM nozzles as having a total of 24 cracks ranging in length from approximately % to 4 
inches. Nine of the cracks were "through wall"6 axial cracks sufficient to allow leakage. Only 1 
of the 24 cracks was circumferential (1.18 inches) and it was not "through-wall" in depth. 
According to NRR staff, the size and number of cracks and leaks identified at Davis-Besse 
were less than NRR's conservative estimates. 

During the repair process, the licensee conducted a visual examination and identified a large 
cavity in the RPV head on the side of one CRDM nozzle (see Figure 3). Followup testing 
indicated that the low alloy steel RPV head material adjacent to the nozzle had disintegrated 
and that the affected (or "wastage") area was approximately 5 inches long, up to 4 to 5 inches 
wide, and 6 inches deep. The remaining thickness of the RPV head in the wastage area was 
found to be approximately 3/8 inch which was the stainless steel cladding on the inside surface 
of the RPV head. This was the only material preventing a breach of the reactor coolant 
pressure boundary and leak of radioactive coolant into the containment building. 

NRC staff told OIG that the degradation found at Davis-Besse that was identified as a result of 
inspections performed pursuant to NRC Bulletin 2001-01 was unexpected, and it was not the 
purpose of the bulletin to identify this type of problem. (As noted earlier, OIG did not review 
NRC or licensee actions or inactions that possibly gave rise to the degradation of the Davis
Besse reactor vessel head.) NRC staff told OIG that the bulletin was intended to facilitate the 
identification of potential circumferential cracking that could lead to ejection of a rod and 
possibly result in a LOCA. As one NRC engineer stated, vessel head corrosion "was not on the 
radar screen," and not the focus of NRC Bulletin 2001-01. 

One Year After Davis-Besse Decision, NRC Documents Its Safety Rationale 

One year after the NRR staff accepted FENOC's compensatory measures and permitted Davis
Besse to continue operating 6 weeks past December 31, 2001, before performing inspections 
pursuant to NRC Bulletin 2001-01, NRC provided FENOC with a documented rationale for that 
decision. This rationale, which concluded that "the likelihood of a LOCA at Davis-Besse due to 

4These principles are described in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.174, An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions On Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis. In materials used to 
brief the technical assistants, the five safety principles were summarized as (1) current NRC regulations are met, (2) 
NRC's defense-in-depth philosophy is maintained, (3) sufficient safety margins are maintained, (4) minimal increase 
in risk of core damage, and (5) risk measurement is monitored using performance measurement strategies. 

5The single safety principle that NRR staff predicted would definitively be met by allowing Davis-Besse to 
continue to operate until February 16, 2002, was the fourth principle listed in footnote 4, minimal increase in risk of 
core damage. 

6 A through-wall crack is one which extends completely from the inner wall to the outer wall of a pressure

retaining boundary. 
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CRDM nozzle ejection during the period of operation from December 31, 2001, to February 16, 
2002, was acceptably small," was transmitted in an eight-page enclosure to a December 2, 
2002, letter from an NRR senior manager to FENOC's Chief Operating Officer. In the letter, the 
NRR manager characterized NRC's delay in documenting its rationale as an "oversight." The 
letter ·acknowledged that a commitment to develop such documentation had been made 1 year 
earlier in a December 4, 2001, letter from NRC to FENOC conveying NRC's acceptance of 
FENOC's proposal to operate Davis-Besse until February 16, 2002. However, according to the 
December 2002 letter, "staff failed to complete the documentation of its safety rationale once 
the December 4, 2001, letter had been issued." 

II. NRC DECISION NOT TO ISSUE PROPOSED DAVIS-BESSE SHUTDOWN ORDER 

NRC Weighs Financial Implications of Regulatory Action 

Since the early 1990s, the U.S. electric industry has moved away from traditional rate-based 
regulation towards increased competition in a deregulated marketplace. Prior to deregulation, a 
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Figure 4. Reactor Vessel Head Degradation Location at Davis-Besse 
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power producer could pass on most of its costs to consumers, including costs associated with a 
forced shutdown by a Federal regulator. Under today's deregulation, more costs are borne by 
the corporate shareholders rather than the consumers, and utilities seek to keep these costs 
low. During this same time period, NRC established as one of its performance goals the 
reduction of unnecessary regulatory burden. The NRC has defined unnecessary regulatory 
burden on NRC licensees as requirements that go beyond what is necessary and sufficient to 
provide reasonable assurance that the public health and safety will be protected. 

The NRR Director told OJG that in accordance with NRC's performance goal to reduce 
unnecessary regulatory burden, it is appropriate for the staff to consider licensee costs in its 
decisionmaking process. He stated: 

If we have flexibility and we can reduce the regulatory burden by making a 
different decision and we still maintain safety, then that's fine- we should take 
that business case into consideration. And that's no different than any decision 
we make. We use the four performance goals, we weigh them, but maintain[ing] 
safety is always paramount. 

NRR staff acknowledged to OJG that they considered financial impact for all affected plants 
when they prepared Bulletin 2001-01. Staff said they selected December 31, 2001, as the 
deadline for Bin 1 and 2 plants to conduct the suggested inspection activities pursuant to 
Bulletin 2001-01 partly because they believed the date would allow sufficient time for plants to 
plan for and accomplish the inspection activities without undue financial burden. 

Staff also said that in responding to FENOC's request to extend the December 31, 2001, 
deadline, they recognized that the licensee sought to minimize the financial impact an earlier 
shutdown would have on Davis-Besse. To that end, NRC pursued a dialog with FENOC that 
ultimately resulted in a compromise. One NRC engineer told OIG that he thought there were 
only two sets of equipment in the country to perform the kind of examinations that were 
required and that it did not make sense to order a shutdown on December 31, 2001, only to 
have a licensee sit for 6 weeks before that equipment became av?ilable. In an E-mail message 
between NRR managers, one senior NRR manager commented: 

[W]e can justify today to shut these plants down however we are exercising 
discretion noting it would clearly be punitive to immediately shut a plant down 
and they sit there for a month waiting to obtain the correct inspection equipment 
etc ..... 

It is undisputed by NRC and FENOC officials that a shutdown order would adversely affect the 
licensee financially. A senior NRC official explained that the need to issue a shutdown order 
would indicate a clear disconnect between the agency and licensee, where the agency 
concludes that a plant should be shut down, and industry does not feel a shutdown is 
necessary. He stated that such a result would indicate that the parties were either misaligned 
in their technical assessments or held differing values related to public health and safety. 

An NRR manager stated that from the perspective of external stakeholders, the need for a 
shutdown order is not a positive indicator for the nuclear industry and would destabilize 
confidence in the nuclear industry's ability to make the right decisions. Another NRR engineer 
explained to OIG that a nuclear plant operator would suffer a "black eye" if issued a shutdown 
order even if the licensee was positioned to fight the matter. He said just litigating the matter 
would jeopardize the licensee's relationship with the NRC, result in bad press locally, and could 
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even affect the licensee's financial rating. With respect to Davis-Besse, one NRR senior official 
noted to OIG that the staff considered the large cost FENOC would incur if ordered to shut 
down, particularly if no cracking was found upon inspection. 

The NRR Director acknowledged to OIG that after NRC Bulletin 2001-01 was issued, each 
PWR licensee made a business decision on how to proceed. As noted earlier, the bulletin 
asked licensees considered highly susceptible to developing cracks to either (1) conduct 
inspections by December 31, 2001, to confirm the structural integrity of the VHP nozzles so as 
to avoid a possible CRDM nozzle ejection and LOCA or (2) or provide NRC with its basis for 
concluding that the regulatory requirements would continue to be met until the inspections were 
performed at a later date. The NRR Director explained that these licensees had options in 
responding to the bulletin. Some plants had outages scheduled prior to December 31, 2001, 
which made compliance with the bulletin less difficult. However, other licensees that did not 
have outages scheduled in that time frame had to make a business decision to either shut down 
prematurely to conduct inspections or develop a technical basis to justify continued operations 
and engage NRC on that basis. 

With respect to Davis-Besse specifically, OIG reviewed a November 21, 2001, internal NRC 
memorandum related to a discussion between the NRR Director and the FENOC President. 
The document conveyed that the NRR Director had spoken with the FENOC President and was 
aware of the licensee's financial concerns pertaining to an unscheduled shutdown. According 
to the memorandum, the FENOC President told the NRR Director that the impact of a shutdown 
prior to February 2002 would be significant, and that Davis-Besse would be better positioned to 
shut down in February because of the availability of replacement fuel. The FENOC President 
confirmed to OIG that this discussion took place. 

NRC Staff Explains Significance of December 31 Deadline 

NRC Bulletin 2001-01 indicated that plants which had either experienced VHP nozzle cracking 
or leaking or were deemed highly susceptible to these problems ought to be inspected by 
December 31, 2001, a date which, OIG was told, had more practical than technical significance. 
OIG was told that staff picked that date as a benchmark because it was the end of the year. 
The staff was concerned that if each of the 12 plants that were in the high-susceptibility bins or 
had experienced cracking or leakage were to perform, or seek to perform, inspections 
simultaneously, there would not be enough qualified people and test equipment available to 
perform the inspections required. OIG learned that the December 31st date reflected NRC's 
desire to provide time for the licensees to schedule the use of those scarce resources. 

One NRR senior manager explained, "we needed to know by the end of the year and we felt 
like that was a good basis without putting undue regulatory burden on licensees." He stated 
that although he felt somewhat uneasy about fixing an arbitrary date in the future for licensee 
responses, it was almost impossible to do otherwise. One NRR engineer told OIG, "there's no 
magical technical basis for it [the December 31, 2001 date]," and "any other date would [have 
been] just as relevant." 

OIG learned that the staff's lack of a technical basis for selecting the December 31st date 
ultimately complicated its regulatory position. Because the staff lacked a firm technical basis 
for the December 31st date, NRC Commissioners' staff members questioned NRR's grounds for 
proposing that Davis-Besse be ordered to shut down if it failed to comply with that date. 
According to several of the Commissioners' technical assistants, the draft shutdown order 
provided for their review in late November 2001 failed to present a strong justification for 
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requiring the plant to cease operations on that particular date. They informed OIG that the staff 
was unable to provide a satisfactory argument as to why the licensee was presumably capable 
of operating Davis-Besse safely up to December 31, 2001, but could not do so the following 
day. As one technical assistant phrased it, NRC "didn't make a case for saying why January 
5th was worse than December 31 51

." 

OIG noted that the efforts by NRR staff to defend the validity of the December 31, 2001, 
deadline seemed misdirected in light of the NRR Director's rationale concerning the need for 
timely inspections. As the NRR Director stated in the draft shutdown order: 

This situation constitutes a special circumstance, the potential consequence of 
which is the loss of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, one of the "defense
in-depth" barriers, and the potential for the plant's core damage frequency to 
approach the conditional core damage probability of a loss-of-coolant accident, 
constituting an undue risk to public health and safety. Therefore, I lack 
reasonable assurance that adequate protection will be maintained without 
performance of timely inspections that are sufficient to detect this type of 
degradation . 

. . . I have determined that a potentially hazardous condition may exist, such that 
the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary may not be maintained at 
the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1. Accordingly, pursuant to 10 
CFR 2.202, I find it necessary to require the licensee to shutdown the facility by 
December 31, 2001, and to demonstrate, by inspection, that the vessel head 
penetration nozzles are free of defects. 

Despite the NRR Director's stated "lack of reasonable assurance" of adequate protection of the 
public if Davis-Besse's continued operation without inspections, OIG found that the technical 
assistants' questioning of the date's validity 'led NRR staff to question their own rationale for 
selecting the deadline. This questioning was compounded by the fact that other licensee 
inspection results submitted to the NRC by mid-November 2001 had identified no cracks that 
were of an immediate safety significance. OIG observed that NRR's preoccupation with 
defending the validity of the December 31, 2001, date overshadowed the staff's prior 
determination as noted in the draft shutdown order and transmittal memorandum that the NRC 
lacked reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety if Davis-Besse 
operated without performing the inspections. 

NRC Staff Will Not Order Shutdown Based Upon a Postulated Condition 

There are a number of regulations, general design criteria (GDC), and technical specifications7 

that prohibit the existence of a leak in the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Just one leaking 
CRDM nozzle could justify NRC to order the plant to shut down. However, in trying to decide 
whether a shutdown order was appropriate for Davis-Besse, NRR staff faced a perceived 
dilemma concerning the level and type of proof needed to take this type of action. While 
FENOC and NRC assessments postulated that there were leaking or cracked nozzles at Davis
Besse, OIG was informed that neither party had physically confirmed the existence of a leaking 
or cracked nozzle. 

7 See Title 10, Code of Federal Regulation, Part 50 and Technical Specifications, Section 3/4.4.6. for the 
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station. 
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OIG found that Federal regulations authorize NRC to initiate enforcement action whenever it 
lacks "reasonable assurance" that the licensee can operate safely. However, many NRC staff 
expressed to OIG their unwillingness to pursue enforcement action against a licensee without 
absolute proof of a regulatory violation. For example, one NRR engineer explained that there 
were seven B&W plants- six of these had already shut down and examined CRDM nozzles, 
and each had found cracks. Thus, he said, it was logical that Davis-Besse (the seventh plant) 
would have cracks. NRC and FENOC also discussed this topic at the public meeting held 
November 28, 2001, in Rockville, Maryland. During that session, FENOC's risk-informed 
evaluation estimated that Davis-Besse had between one and nine leaking CRDM nozzles, 
depending on the analysis used. 

OIG learned that technical specifications for the Davis-Besse plant permit no pressure 
boundary leakage and, if such leakage is identified, the plant must completely shut down within 
30 hours. Leakage from a CRDM nozzle would violate this technical specification. The NRR 
staff described its concern about the possibility of such a violation in the draft shutdown order 
for Davis-Besse: 

[l]t is extremely important from a safety standpoint to maintain the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary in a leaktight and structurally sound condition, with an 
extremely low probability of gross failure. [Three relevant GDC] are carried 
forward in the Technical Specification, Section 3/4.4.6, requirement that does not 
allow continued operation with any pressure boundary leakage, and the intent of 
the inservice inspection requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4). 

Failure of the licensee for Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1, to 
conduct inspections of the reactor vessel head penetration nozzles in a manner 
that is sufficient to detect the extent of degradation caused by a mechanism 
known to be degrading [at] other similar plants in that portion of the vessel and 
prior to a significant reduction in safety margin, is inconsistent with these GDC. 
The level of degradation that has been found in other similar plants, if left 
uncorrected, could result in a gross failure of the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary (loss-of-coolant accident). 

According to the NRR Director, NRC did not know for a fact that there was a crack. Based both 
on inspections at the other plants and the analytic modeling NRC performed, the information 
available indicated that there were cracks (and likely leaks) at Davis-Besse. The NRR Director 
told OIG that from a legal point of view, there was an issue about constructing an order without 
knowing with certainty that there were cracks. 

Nevertheless, a senior attorney from OGC told OIG that his office concurred with the lawfulness 
of the proposed shutdown order for Davis-Besse. He further noted: 

[T]he judgment about whether to go forward with an order in these 
circumstances would be both a technical and a policy judgment to be made by 
the staff offices. We provided legal advice and counsel on different approaches 
to dealing with it, including development of an order, [but] the decision on 
whether to go forward with that kind of action rests with [NRR staff]. 

Another senior NRR official explained that it is difficult to create an argument based on what 
you do not know, and that was predominantly what NRC was looking for with all PWRs. He 
explained that NRC, in essence, was asking the plants to tell them why they did not have this 
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problem. To formulate a shutdown order, NRC had to craft an argument that Davis-Besse did 
not have sufficient information to know that it did not have this problem (circumferential cracks). 

A senior NRR official interviewed by OIG drew a link between the litigation process and the 
issuance of a shutdown order, implying that the agency considers the possibility of a legal 
challenge when deciding whether to take this type of regulatory action. This official explained to 
OIG that the litigation process is very burdensome on NRC and, as a result, the agency tries to 
do the very best job it can early on to position itself for a guaranteed win. The official 
acknowledged that NRC was reluctant to take regulatory action when issues are not black and 
white, but "gray," and he believed the Davis-Besse matter was truly in the gray area. 

OIG learned that NRR's concern over the possibility of litigating the reasonableness of a 
shutdown order for Davis-Besse was unfounded. OIG was told by the President of FENOC that 
he spoke to the NRR Director shortly before the draft shutdown order was forwarded to the 
Commission on November 21, 2001. The FENOC President stated that during that 
conversation he told the NRR Director that a formal shutdown order for Davis-Besse was 
unnecessary and that the plant would voluntarily cease power operations before December 31, 
2001, if NRR technical staff remained unconvinced that Davis-Besse could operate safely until 
late-March 2002. The FENOC President told OIG that all that would be required to initiate a 
shutdown was a telephone call from NRC informing him of the need to do so. 

The NRR Director confirmed to OIG that Davis-Besse management had informed NRC that the 
plant would shut down voluntarily without an order if NRC determined that it was necessary. 

NRR Director Stated He Lacked a Basis To Issue Davis-Besse Shutdown Order 

Despite express language contained in the draft order to the contrary, the NRR Director told 
OIG that on November 21, 2001, when the draft order was forwarded to the Commission, he 
was not actually prepared to issue the order because he perceived that he lacked a regulatory 
basis to do so. He said NRR forwarded the draft order to the Commission merely to put "the 
Commission on notice" that an order may be necessary. Thus, he said, his decision not to 
issue a shutdown order for Davis-Besse could not be considered a change of position. He 
emphasized that the staff pursued a "dual path" with FENOC and continued dialog with the 
licensee even after the proposed order had been forwarded to the Commission. He explained 
that depending on additional information expected from FENOC and the staff's analysis of that 
data, NRR staff planned to determine whether it could allow the plant to continue to operate. 
According to the NRR Director, NRC staff agreed that the compensatory measures submitted 
by FENOC in late-November 2001 would allow Davis-Besse to continue to operate while 
assuring adequate protection of public health and safety. 

OIG's review disclosed that while the NRR Director expressed to OIG that he lacked a 
regulatory basis to shut down Davis-Besse, the proposed shutdown order forwarded to the 
EDO and then to the Commission did not indicate that the regulatory basis outlined therein was 
flawed or unsupported. Furthermore, the NRR Director's transmittal memo to the EDO did not 
indicate this stance. Instead, the transmittal memo stated it was "unacceptable" for a facility to 
continue operating beyond December 31, 2001, without performing the recommended 
inspections in order to protect public health and safety. The cover memo further stated that it 
was the NRR Director's intent to issue the shutdown order 5 days after the EDO informed the 
Commission of this action. 
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OIG reviewed the concurrence chain for the draft order from NRR to the EDO and noted the 
document had been reviewed by NRR's Divisions of Engineering, Licensing and Project 
Management, and Systems Safety and Analysis; the Office of Enforcement; and OGC. Prior to 
forwarding the draft order to the NRC Commission on November 21, 2001, the EDO also 
reviewed and concurred with the draft order. Furthermore, during interviews conducted by OIG, 
no one other than the NRR Director articulated concerns to OIG about a lack of regulatory basis 
for the shutdown order. 

Legal counsel to one NRC Commissioner told OIG that it was his impression that the technical 
positions contained in the proposed order were fully supported. He further noted that the 
Commissioners did not expect to receive notices of a proposed regulatory actions that the NRR 
staff believed it could not support. 

NRC Rationale Not To Issue Order Not Documented 

OIG's review disclosed that NRC technical staff worked diligently to analyze and understand the 
risk significance posed by VHP nozzle cracking. NRC documents demonstrate that the CRDM 
nozzle cracking issue had been followed by the staff since the early 1990s. Upon the 
identification of circumferential cracking of the CRDM nozzles in early 2001, NRC promptly 
issued Bulletin 2001-01 to alert PWR operators of this occurrence and requested that they 
provide specific data to NRC. Documents reviewed by OIG indicated that, not waiting for 
licensees to respond to the matter with their individual safety assessments, NRC began 
developing its own risk models. OIG identified more than a dozen staff members involved in 
some aspect with issues addressed in NRC Bulletin 2001-01. 

OIG was told that NRC's decision to allow Davis-Besse to operate until February 16, 2002, was 
based on NRR's analysis of FENOC's proposed compensatory measures which were aimed at 
both reducing the likelihood of a LOCA and improving the licensee's ability to mitigate the 
effects of a LOCA if it occurred. However, OIG determined that NRC's decision to accept 
FENOC's justification to operate until February 16, 2002, was made without a well-documented 
analysis of available information. For example, on November 28, 2001, FENOC committed to 
move up its planned shutdown date approximately 45 days (from March 30 to February 16, 
2002) and to lower reactor coolant system hot leg temperature from 605°F to 598°F for the 
remainder of the operating cycle. These two compensatory measures (time and temperature) 
most directly affected VHP nozzle crack growth rate, the issue at the very basis of NRC Bulletin 
2001-01. Nevertheless, OIG found little documentation of NRC analysis of the relative benefit 
provided by the staff's acceptance of these measures on November 29, 2001. Instead, several 
NRR staff suggested that the safety benefits provided by reducing plant operation time and 
temperature were intuitive. Other NRR staff, including senior NRR managers, told OIG they 
questioned whether the compensatory measures related to time and temperature had any 
significant value at all. Additionally, the NRC staff had earlier conducted a probabilistic risk 
assessment of the likely condition of the plant's VHP nozzles. OIG learned that in late 
November 2001, there was NRR staff debate concerning applicable crack growth rates, the 
appropriate start date for estimating possible cracking, and the extent to which Davis-Besse 
should be given credit for past inspections of its vessel head. 

In addition, another compensatory measure offered by FENOC on or about November 28, 
2001, related to the positioning of a dedicated operator in the control room. According to NRC, 
FENOC stated that Davis-Besse staff would position a dedicated operator within the control 
room for the purpose of responding to the increased likelihood of an accident scenario. 
However, in the subsequent 2 weeks, communication between NRC and FENOC clearly 
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indicated that NRC's interpretation of a "dedicated operator'' differed from FENOC's 
interpretation. While a mutual understanding was later achieved, this example indicates that 
any risk assessment NRR performed and used on November 28, 2001, to justify continued 
operation at Davis-Besse was not based on a clear understanding of FENOC's proposal. 
Furthermore, OIG found no evidence that a subsequent NRR risk analysis justifying Davis
Besse's continued operation was performed after NRC and FENOC came to a mutual 
understanding as to what the posting of a dedicated operator entailed. 

OIG's inquiry did not disclose any documentation of an analysis performed in the Fall of 2001 
by the NRR staff of the risk reduction likely to be achieved by implementation of the 
compensatory measures offered by FENOC prior to the staff accepting the measures and 
deciding to forgo a forced shutdown. While NRR's change of position on November 29, 2001, 
may have been based upon sound engineering judgment, it was not supported by a record 
documenting the NRR staff's analysis of FENOC's proposals to serve as the basis for the staffs 
decision. As an example, OIG learned that there was no meeting summary or record of what 
NRR staff attended the November 28, 2001, staff meeting that followed the public meeting, how 
staff voted, or the nature of their deliberations. 

The December 2, 2002, letter by NRR to FENOC regarding the staff's rationale for permitting 
Davis-Besse's continued operation until February 16, 2001, confirms the lack of documentation 
relative to this decision in the Fall of 2001. According to the December 2, 2002, letter, the 
staffs failure to provide documentation sooner was an oversight. Stated purposes of the 
December 2, 2002, letter were to fulfill the NRC staff's commitment to document the safety 
rationale underlying the decision to permit Davis-Besse's continued operation, capture the 
process used by the NRC staff in the fall of 2001 for review of FENOC's response to NRC 
Bulletin 2001-01, and make the NRC staff's evaluation publicly available. 
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FINDINGS 

1. During its review of the potentially hazardous condition at Davis-Besse, the NRC staff 
considered the financial impact to the licensee of an unscheduled plant shutdown. This 
is in keeping with one of NRC's performance goals -established to support agency 
strategic goals -which is the reduction of unnecessary regulatory burden on licensees. 
However, the goal of NRC Bulletin 2001-01 was, in the interest of public health and 
safety, to have plants that were identified as being highly susceptible to vessel head 
penetration nozzle cracking perform inspections by December 31, 2001, to confirm the 
structural integrity of the nozzles with the intent to avoid a possible control rod drive 
mechanism nozzle ejection and possible loss-of-coolant accident. The fact that FENOC 
sought and staff allowed Davis-Besse to operate past December 31, 2001, without 
performing these inspections was driven in large part by a desire to lessen the financial 
impact on FENOC that would result from an early shutdown. Consequently, while the 
decision by the staff to allow Davis-Besse to continue to operate was in keeping with the 
NRC performance goal to reduce unnecessary regulatory burden, it was contrary to the 
goal of NRC Bulletin 2001-01 to have at-risk plants conduct timely inspections to ensure 
NRC regulatory requirements related to reactor coolant leakage were met. 

2. NRC Bulletin 2001-01, dated August 3, 2001, advised that inspections by December 31, 
2001, would be an appropriate way to handle plants identified as having experienced or 
being highly susceptible to vessel head penetration nozzle cracking. This date was not 
rooted in scientific analysis but was viewed by the staff as practical in that it would allow 
a 5-month window for plants to either perform the inspections during already-scheduled 
outages or to plan for and conduct an unscheduled outage. However, when questioned 
about the importance of that particular date, NRC staff were called to justify why 
December 31, 2001, was any more safety significant than any other date, e.g., 
January 1, 2002. As a result, NRR staff found themselves unsuccessfully trying to 
defend the December 31, 2001, date even though the NRR Director stated that 
adequate protection of the public health and safety could not be assured without 
performing the inspections at Davis-Besse. 

3. NRC appears to have informally established an unreasonably high burden of requiring 
absolute proof of a safety problem, versus lack of reasonable assurance of maintaining 
public health and safety, before it will act to shut down a power plant. The staff 
articulated this standard to OIG as a rationale for allowing Davis-Besse to operate until 
February 16, 2002, even in light of information that strongly indicated Davis-Besse was 
not in compliance with NRC regulations and plant technical specifications and may have 
operated with reduced safety margins. 

4. On November 21, 2001, the NRR Director forwarded a draft shutdown order for Davis
Besse through the EDO to the NRC Commission for its information. However, contrary 
to the strong justification presented in the order, the NRR Director told OIG he never 
intended to actually issue the order because he lacked a regulatory basis. OIG learned 
that the order was concurred in by all cognizant NRC staff to include the EDO and the 
Office of General Counsel, and OIG learned of no concerns by the staff that the NRC 
lacked a basis to issue the order. 
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5. NRC staff developed a well-documented technical basis for preparing an order to shut 
down Davis-Besse, and on November 21, 2001, the EDO informed the NRC 
Commission of the intent of the NRR Director to shut down the plant on or before 
December 31, 2001. However, contrary to the strong justification presented in the 
order, the NRR Director did not force a shutdown. Instead, on November 29, 2001, the 
NRR Director concluded that FENOC could safely operate Davis-Besse until February 
16, 2002, provided the licensee implemented several compensatory measures it had 
developed. OIG found that, in reaching this decision in November 2001, NRR lacked a 
full understanding of those compensatory measures, and the NRR staff did not 
document its analytical bases and conclusions that supported its decision. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 

13th Refueling Outage 
Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1 
Babcock and Wilcox 
Control Rod Drive Mechanism 
Executive Director for Operations (NRC) 
Effective Full Power Years 
FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company 
General Design Criterion/Criteria 
Loss-of-Coolant Accident 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRC) 
Office of the General Counsel (NRC) 
Office of Investigations (NRC) 
Office of the Inspector General (NRC) 
Oconee Nuclear Station Unit 1 
Oconee Nuclear Station Unit 2 
Oconee Nuclear Station Unit 3 
Pressurized Water Reactor 
Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking 
Refueling Outage 
Reactor Pressure Vessel 
Union of Concerned Scientists 
Vessel Head Penetration 
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